GLOBAL

1. TASS New York report on Boris Pankin's meetings with various participants attending 46th UNGA session. (450 text sent: TASS 0916)

2. Leonid Levchenko on speeches given in 46th UNGA session. (Rpt SPANL 272300, item 6 on 27 Sep list) (PORTBRAZ 0000)

3. Aleksayev on Sihanouk UNGA speech. (Rpt MAND 271400, item 5 on 27 Sep list) (Mand 272200 Camb 1100 Lao 1030)

4. Interview with Macedonian deputy prime minister Blaze Ristovski, who is participating in Moscow conference on human rights. Nationality questions have become focal point in both USSR and Yugoslavia, separate committee at conference dealing with working out of mechanism to solve nationality conflicts, Moscow conference must protect human rights on basis of inviolability of borders, unified European norms on problem of minorities would be useful, hopes for general agreement at conference. (3 min: Hungarian 272000)

5. Anon on human rights conference in Moscow. (4 min: SPANL 2300)

6. Anatoliy Potapov on IMF approval of resolution to grant USSR associated membership status, which will help it get access to Intl bankers' technical assistance program but envisages no financial support, stressing London G7 resolutions now appear somewhat outdated, Maintaining West must take bolder steps for cooperation with USSR. (3 min: ENGINTER 1210 1510 1910 2110 ENGUK 2000 Greek 1600 Polish 1000; anon: spanl 2300)

7. Report from laboratory making medical supplies and working in cooperation with Britain, YeI. Chazov, academician, interviewed on problem of scientists leaving to work in USA, Germany etc, young scientist describes his term at Mercedes-Benz in Stuttgart. (4 min: TV 1800)

8. Anon on new sightseeing train recently commissioned that runs thru Soviet heartland linking Asia to Europe. (3 min: Korean 0900 MAND 0200)

9. "Update." (Rpt ENGINTER 271910, item 12 on 27 Sep list) (ENGINA 0000)

10. "Horizons" feature: "A DX-wave supplement" by Malena Negrin: Manolo de la Rosa supplies new SPANCUBA frequencies, announce contest on 500th anniversary of Columbus' discovery of America. (7 min: SPANCUBA 0130)

11. "Industrial Club": Beijing trade rep (Jiang Hong) interviewed on trade prospects; domestic industrial news. (24 min, incl commercial: MAND 1000)

12. "Moscow Radio Intl Listeners Club". (Rpt URDU 261200, item 14 on 26 Sep list) (LAO 1330)

13. "Youth Program": Komsomol mtg opens; trek across Siberia; sports. (24 min, incl music: MAND 272200)

14. "Moscow Mailbag": feature providing answers to listeners' questions on Soviet merchant marine, rising Caspian Sea, foreigners' marriages to Soviet nationals, most northern Soviet town, large electrical engineering firms in USSR, Dnieper Dam, waiting time for medical treatment, Borodino battle of 1812, housing establishments for lorry drivers, railroad police, mosquito problem in Siberia. (20.5 min: ENGUK 2000)

15. "Mailbag": in response to question fro Britain on what assistance USSR
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would like to receive from west, listeners told soviet union would like help to prevent further deterioration of standing of living, speed up economic reform and privatisation, and facilitate conversion of defense industry to civilian needs, info given on food situation noting need for food imports and aid as discussed with ec officials, barter agreement with poland outlined, proposed changes in armed forces outlined noting civilian defense minister to be appointed to transform soviet army from conscript to professional military forces, briefly quoting from shaposhnikov's press conference, listener from india asks for information about tass news agency, two listeners who ask why radio station peace and progress ended its work are told it was because of cardinal changes in intl situation and financial problems and that many of its staff are now working for radio moscow, info given on present status of cossacks whose traditions and customs are being given new lease of life, seasonal problems facing temas of researchers in antarctic, red stars on kremlin towers, largest transport aircraft, fm stations that play american music, languages essential for students in ussr. (19 min: enginter 1810)

17 TB2909113591TAKE1

18 16 mailbag: listeners' letters and reception reports acknowledged and reviewed, in response to letter by listener from marseille the economic problems in ussr mentioned, solutions outlined, works of craftsmen from urals described. (18 min, incl music: frenchinter 271800)

19 17 radio magazine "post box"—reading of scenario of film in response to letter from dprk; introduction to soviet rock singer; talk on unidentified flying object allegedly seen in azerbaijan. (23 min: korean 1330)

20 DISARM

21 18 anon intvw with oleg grinevskiy,sov rep at vienna talks on conventional weapons in europe. (rpt enginter 271210, item 13 on 27-sep list) (engna 0000 portbraz 0000 hungarian 272000 korean 1100)

22 19 anon on bush's announcement to cut u.s. nuclear potential, giving major changes on intl military scene, noting response by boris yeltsin to work on specific steps in military field to meeting u.s. initiative. (3 min: enginter 1210 turkish 1800 polish 1600 mand 1400 camb 1230 indo 1300 burm 1430)

23 20 anon on bush's announcement of unilateral u.s. cuts of nuclear arms, quoting from his tv address to nation, briefly quoting soviet presidential spokesman on ussr's intention to reciprocate u.s. initiative. (3 min: enginter 1510)

24 21 tass corr sergey staroselskiy on gorbachev's assessment of bush initiative being "extremely positive" as reported at unofficial briefing by representative of press-service of ussr president for the press, citing gorbachev's telephone conversation with bush. (350 text sent: tassr 1424)

25 22 reports on gorbachev's 28 sep tv interview on bush proposals. (10 min, sent: tv 1515; 150 text sent: tasse 1530; 3 min: enginter 1910 2110 spanla 2300 greek 2000; 350 text: tasse 1558; 1.5-one min: enginter 1800 1900 2100 2200 engna 2300 spanla 2300 enguk 2000 greek 2000 turkish 1800 dari 1500)

26 23 reports on boris pankin's stmt for representatives of mass media in new york welcoming u.s. initiatives on disarm. (800 text sent: tassr 1703; 200 text: tasse 2114; 100 text sent: tassr 1516; 80 text: tasse 1746)

27 24 tass intl observer gennadiy petrov on disarm initiative outlined by george bush. (350 text sent: tassr 1042)

28 25 report on response to bush decision on arms cuts, briefly quoting from
gorbachev's tv address and yeltsin's response. (2.5 min: tv 1800)

29 UNITED STATES
30 26 reports on boris pankin's remarks following his 27 sep meeting with james baker. (c/r tassr 271732, item 15 on 27 sep list) (brief: enginter 0700 engna 0000)
31 27 vladislav kozyakov on senate vote to continue construction of new stealth bomber, one option for u.s. people had been simply to continue spending on new weapons as under cold war, projects details, asking is such an approach justified? yet there is no stealth or sdi projects in ussr, maintaining decision should be indicative of u.s. attitude to changed world. (4 min: engna 2300)
32 28 juliya zhesnova intvs maj-gen. valeriy dementyev, chief of defense ministry research and design department, in which he shares his impressions of recent visit by soviet military delegation to kennedy school, (howard), he represents new wave soviet military leaders, having six months before lectured for 12 years at military academy, explains it was interesting to see defense research under conditions of democracy. (4 min: engna 2300)

33 AMERICAS
34 29 account of stmt by ussr foreign ministry spokesman on situation in central america, notably el salvador and guatemala. (400 text, sent: tassr 271602)
35 30 "latin america in focus." (rpt spanla 272300, item 25 on 27 sep list) (spanla 0000)
36 31 "latin america in focus" anselmo septien reports on visit by chilean political leader maximo pacheco, who comments on impressions of soviet union, on changes he noticed after 26 years since last visit, on his confidence in soviet union's future, on enhancing chilean-soviet ties, pacheco even remembered soviet poem, pacheco says he believes in russia, pacheco held news conference. (7 min: spanla 2300)
37 32 (koshukin) on peace in el salvador, praising un secgen for efforts to secure accord between govt, guerrillas. (4.5 min: jap 271100)
38 33 anon on trial of general manuel antonio noriega in u.s. (3 min: spanla 2300)

39 VEST EUROPE
40 34 tass intI observer albert balebanov on john major's remarks about ussr's relations with ec. (600 text, sent: tassr 271452)
41 35 roundup of french-speaking countries by soviet press: pravda mentions french intervention in zaire, also on kravchuk's visit to canada, komsomolskaia pravda on people of ukrainian origin living in canada and on reaction of canadian businessmen to changes in ukraine, trud reports from brussels on spread of compulsory medical check-up for would-be employers in western europe, komsomolskaia pravda on various musical events in paris last week. (4 min: frenchinter 271800)

42 AFRICA
43 36 soviet foreign ministry stmt on act of piracy off coast of libera, re seizure of fishing vessel. (200 text sent: tassr 271623)
44 MIDEAST
45 37 anon diplomatic corr on mubarak's visit to moscow. (rpt enginter 271810, item 39 on 27 sep list) (engna 0000 spanla 0000)
46 38 reports on joint gorbachev/mubarak 27 sep press conference on result of mubarak's official visit to moscow. (c/r tasse 271621, item 40 on 27 sep
48 Leonid Rassadin on Mubarak's visit to USSR, noting it focussed on issue of Middle East settlement, referring to Gorbachev's remarks at joint press conference, PNC expressed its appreciation of U.S.-Soviet efforts, which is an encouraging sign, and Pankin spoke of reestablishing Soviet-Israeli ties. (3 min: Enginter 1210 1510 1910 2110 EngUK 2000 Greek 2000 Turkish 1800 Polish 1600 Tamil 1500; anon: Mand 1000 1400)

49 In article in Syrian newspaper, Gorbachev voices disagreement with settlement of Soviet emigres of Jewish ancestry in occupied Palestinian territory. (Brief: SpanLa 2300)

50 Program dedicated to 177th anniv of formation of secret "friendly society" that prepared revolution of enslaved Greeks in 1821, program briefly narrates history of eight-year Greek revolution and stresses help Russia gave to revolution. (6 min: Greek 2000)

51 SOUTH ASIA

52 Interview with Lt-Gen Ulomi, rep of Najibollah in southern zone, on Soviet-U.S. joint stat, in talking about miseries of current war in Afghanistan general Ulomi spoke about peoples desire for peace, expressed hope that Soviet-U.S. joint statement could prepare ground for peace, he said that the statement supports UNSC gen stmt which call for inter-Afghan dialogue and election, he said people of Afghanistan should be left alone to solve their issue under un supervision, he added boty sides want peace in Afghan war. (11 min: Dari 1500)

53 Georgiyev on Afghan rebels' rejection of govt peace offer. (4 min: Mand 0900)

54 Rustam Glonin Islamabad dispatch noting hekmatyar group's offensive on gardez in Afghanistan despite Soviet-U.S. accord on ending arms supplies to Afghan rivals, condemning move and stating that Saudi Arabia and Pakistan are likely to continue arms supply to rebels. (4 min: Urdu 1200 Beng 1200 Hind 1300)
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56 Interview with Soviet Acad (Rusikislav Alimakov) re Dec visit of Soviet academics to Asian countries, incl India, discussing purpose of visit and itinerary of trip in India. (6 min: Urdu 1200)

57 Anon noting Indian prime minister's call to Pakistan to shun path of confrontation and initiate constructive dialogue to resolve issues during his Dehli meeting with former Pakistani premier jatoi, noting current global trend and hopes two countries will resolve disputes through peaceful negotiations. (4 min: Urdu 1200 Beng 1200 Hind 1300)

58 CHINA

59 Pravda on economic growth attained by Shanghai over past 10 years. (3 min: Korean 0900)

60 Oleg Alekseyev pegged to Thai premier's visit to PRC, re Cambodian crisis. (C/R Indo 271300, item 51 onj 27 Sep list) (4 min, sent: Thai 1300)

61 Viktor Valentinov on Pol Pot's continued role in Khmer Rouge leadership. (4 min: Indo 1300)

62 ASIA/PACIFIC

63 "Focus on Asia": incl anon on outcome of talks between Thai prime minister, Chinese ldrs (3 kmin); anon on Indian prime minister's call for peaceful solution to disputes between India and Pakistan (4 min). (Korean
64 51 "focus on asia and pacific": vladimir viktorov on statement by vice-chairman of u.s. armed force joint chiefs of staff at singapore news conference in which he said u.s. would preserve its military presence in region, in broad sense this problem has global and geo-political aspects (3 min); izvestiya on compromise reached at unga session on cambodian settlement (3 min); igor bestuzhev gives details of soviet/indian joint venture, (interpak), noting it has been operating in moscow since last january and reprocesses waste paper, its indian co-owner (rama) assn, has used connections with businesses in many countries to find consumers (5 min); intvw with heads of singapore firm re their participation in international consumer eletronics '91 exhibition recently held in moscow, they give details of their business contacts in ussr and recommend privatization in soviet economy in order to overcome its problems (5.5 min). (enginter 0910)

65 52 tass corr yevgeni belovitsky, yuzhno-sakhalinsk dispatch on press conference given by russian federation deputy foreign minister, georgy kunadze, on result of his led delegation's visit to japan, contending kurile transfer to japan will cause outcry as claimed by svobodny sakhalin newspaper. (500 text sent: tasse 1508)

66 53 konstantin (kupin) corr in tokyo, on soviet-japanese relations, stressing dialogue and not conflict needed in relations, and that dialogue has recently received new stimulus. (3 min: polish 1600 greek 2000)

67 54 report on tokyo nightlife. (4 min: mand 0900)

68 55 anon on jap foreign minister nakayama oct visit to ussr, toward development of ties, solution to territorial disputes. (3.5 min: mand 1000 1400 camb 1230 indo 1300 burm 1430)

69 56 (yomidryev) on jap-sov-relations, incl khasbulatov remarks on islands' issue, noting countries nearer accord. (4.5 min, sent: jap 271100)

70 57 irina tkachenko intvw with ronald (allson), u.s. lawyer representing philippines govt heading investigation into lost marcos millions. (rpt engna 252300, item 59 on 23 sep list) (7 min: engna 0000)

71 EAST EUROPE

72 58 aleksandr shakhin on fierce clashes in bucharest between authorities and miners. (rpt enginter 271210, item 71 on 27 sep list) (engna 0000 portbraz 0000 hungarian 272000 jap 271400)

73 59 aleksandr shagin denouncing continued violence in romnia. (4 min: urdu 1200)
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75 MILITARY

76 60 defense ministry official on armed forces reform. (5 min: mand 0900)

77 61 summary RIA intvw with arkadiy volskiy, mbr govt econ cmtee, on cuts in defense expenditure. (60 text sent: rossii 0600; brief: enginter 0800 0900 1000 1100)

78 SPACE/SCIENCE

79 62 profile of mir cosmonauts scheduled for liftoff 2 oct. (5 min: mand 0900)

80 63 igor kuleshov paris report on ussr-france space cooperation developments, quoting tass corr intvw with vladimir kotelnikov, chmn council of interkosmos, on whole series of accords on coop in various fields achieved during mtg with colleagues from france's national center for space research. (400 text sent: tassr 272134)

81 64 "science and engineering". (rpt enginter 270710, item 79 on 27 sep
82 RSFSR
65 reports on Ivan Silayev letter to Yeltsin offering his resignation as chmn of RSFSR council of ministers. (c/r home 271600, item 81 on 27 Sep list) (one min: TV 1530; brief: RTV 2000)

84 Valeriy Kiosa intvw with Ivan Silayev after his meeting with Yeltsin during which he offered his resignation as chmn of RSFSR council of ministers. (6 min, sent: Mayak 0652)

87 Report on RSFSR draft constitution, admin divisions. (3 min: Mand 0900)
independent development of nation was thwarted by invasion of red army in 1920, that gamsakhurdi has used same methods as his communist predecessors of dictatorship, recalling that union did have some achievements as far as ethnic relations are concerned and it is regretted that these achievements are not used to build on new harmonious relations between republics and ethnic groups, stressing there are no possibilities for any type of communist regime to survive in ussr, that existence of a communist regime in a central asian country will immediately provoke a chain reaction with other nations turning to arms in order to defend their interests. (18 min: engna 272300)

77 report on situation in republic of moldova continuing to deteriorate, citing reports from dubossary, quoting dnestr moldovan ssr dpty viktor dyukerev and vasiliy grazavu, press sec of moldovan president. (5 min, sent: rossii 1109)

78 report on press review featuring ukrainian issues, quoting izvestiya on ppls reaction to declaration of independence; izvestiya intvw with odessa mayor, ukrainian dpty, on importance of sovereignty, both individual and collective; komsololskaya pravda on complicated nature of territorial issues; pravda on remembrance of victims of fascism. (hungarian 272000)

79 anon on gorbachev meeting with soviet businessmen in kremlin following his decree on forming council for enterprise. (rpt enginter 271210, item 103 on 27 sep list) (engna 0000 portbraz 0000 hungarian 272000 thai 1300)

80 stv intvw with gorbachev on functions of various administrative structures in government, highlighting econ treaty to be signed in october. (text, 5 min, sent: tv 1530 1800 tasse 2010; 120 text: tasse 1954; brief: enginter 2200 engna 2300 spanla 2300)

81 nikolay zheleznov/andrey pershin on proceedings of session of committee on operational management of national economy 27 sep, quoting tass corr intvw with arkadiy volskiy, dpty head cmtee on need for ruthless reductions in various fields of expenditure, incl military. (400 text sent: tassr 271635)

82 anon on new law recently passed through congress of ppl's deputies governing foreign investment. (5 min: kor 0900)

83 (dmitriy chernikov) on growing western influence on econ life of ussr, enumerating various spheres of coop, lessons to be learned from western experience and benefits to be gained from increased coop, citing example of korean firm producing new tv sets in kazakhstan for soviet market. (6 min: frenchinter 271800)

84 vyacheslav solovyev on realization that defeat of coup attempt is not end of country's troubles, noting differences emerging within democratic forces, between executive and legislature, pointing to two meetings held in moscow for and against gavriil popov, maintaining core of conflict lies in immaturity of democracy in country, quoting aleksandr yakovlev reflecting on need to protect newly elected democratic exec power to safeguard society, although there should still be criticism, stressing democratic mvmt should mend their own divisions to ward off danger of a success for authoritarianism. (4 min: enginter 1210 1510 1910 2110 enguk 2000 turkish 1800 polish 1600 urdu 1200 tamil 1500 hind 1300 beng 1200 camb 1230 lao 1330 kor 1100; anon: spanla 2300)

85 intvw with prosecutor-general valentin stepankov, heading
investigations into failed coup attempt, noting 14 ppl being investigated, noting they are being held together with other criminals in normal prison conditions and have not complained about their treatment, mentioning family visits are not permitted but they have access to lawyers. (3 min: hungarian 272000)

86 (andrey rokin) on exhibition held in moscow by soviet world peace cmtee in dedication to abortive coup in aug. (c/r portbraz 270000, item 109 on 27 sep list) (8 min: lao 1330)

87 nikolay maslov new york dispatch on belorussian foreign minister kravchenko address unga, expressing dissatisfaction with ussr help for chernobyl. (300 text sent: tasse 0448)

88 yuriy lebedev report on conf in pitsunda on black sea on issues of cooperation for peace in black sea region. (5 min: turkish 1800)

89 intvw with aleksandr vorobyev on cultural issues. (4 min: portbraz 0000)

90 "soviet panorama". (rpt enguk 252000, item 114 on 25 sep list) (enguk 2000)

91 "ussr today": anon on gorbachev mtg with businessmen 26 sep (4 min); anon intvw with kazakhstn envoy in moscow (6 min). (10 min overall: mand 0200)

92 "ussr today": solovyev on crisis in democratic mvmts (5.5 min); anon on help for unemployed (7 min); anon on weekly 'the call' (7 min). (19.5 min overall: mand 1300)

93 "soviet problems, events, figures": anon on problems facing soviet drama, theater (3 min); anon on new magazines sprouting in ussr in recent months (5 min); anon on expatriate soviet stage manager (9 min); anon on popular soviet painter who is compared to picasso (5 min). (kor 0900)

94 misc internal ussr items: 29: sov 6 democ 1 latam 5 asc 3 asnc 14

95 UNPRO: engaf 1630 hebrew 1600 1700

96 POOR: polish 1600 mand 1000 jap 271400 (endall) 28 Sep 91